Another Cost Effective Solution...

Tension
Container-Straps® provide more tension than most conventional tension bands, stretching up to 2". They maintain constant tension regardless of their length as a result of their unique construction.

Fail Safe
Two gum rubber straps connect the Container-Strap® sections so that if one were ever to break, the other one would still hold the sections together and the plates intact.

Easy To Use
A pressman simply bends the strap to the correct length (considering the 2" stretch), inserts it into a slot on the trail edge and hooks it in place with a strap puller. The strap will fold easily for any length. Inch marks are shown on the strap so that all straps may be bent to the same length, resulting in even tension across mountings. Constructions of the Container-Straps® allow them to be used over and over again.

Natural Gum Rubber
Container-Straps® are made of natural gum rubber. This has better spring and more recovery than the synthetic rubber used on conventional straps.

One Size
One size will work for most normal mounted plates, eliminating the need to stock several sizes.